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Introduction
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• Identifies the effect of US state corporate income tax changes on the firm 

cost of credit by considering more than 37,000 syndicated loan deals 

during 1988-2015

• Compares the differential (asymmetric) effect of corporate tax changes by 

distinguishing between the direction of the tax change (cuts vs rises)

• Investigates the drivers of this asymmetric effect

 concurrent federal corporate tax changes; firm size

• Examines the (demand-side) pricing of loans by considering relevant firm-

side explanations

 reveals the favourable effect of tax cuts (in the form of lower loan rates) for firms with 

greater reliance on leverage and own funds and also access to alternative financing 

sources

What this paper does
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• Staggered corporate income tax changes as a natural experiment 

 enable to overcome identification challenges

State corporate tax changes during 1988-2015

• 47 tax increases in 27 states

 associated with 770 firms receiving 1,393 loans from 245 lead banks

• 100 tax decreases in 32 states

 associated with 1,311 firms receiving 3,104 loans from 184 lead banks 

Economic importance

• Integral part of US firms’ overall tax burden

 more than a fifth of total income taxes paid for the average firm in our sample

• Considerable variation over time

 top marginal tax rates in 1990: 5.3% in Colorado vs 13.8% in Connecticut

• Syndicated loan process

US state corporate income taxes I
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US state corporate income taxes II
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Supply-side

• Change in corporate tax affects the banks’ profit maximizing behavior

 decrease in corporate taxation (including taxes on banks) increase in bank 

profitability           increase in funding at lower cost

 the credit supply effect

Mechanisms – Supply-side
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Demand-side

• Traditional Keynesian effect: a decrease in corporate tax rates causes 

firms to increase investment, potentially expanding their credit demand

 rightward shift in the loan demand curve

 no shift in the loan supply curve           increase in lending rates

 the investment demand effect

• Corporate tax change affects firm profitability, liquidity and capital structure

 decrease in corporate tax rates           increases profits and reduces default probability

 fall in the risk premium and loan spreads

 no benefit from tax shield of debt

 use of retained earnings; other financing sources

 the profitability demand effect

Mechanisms – Demand-side
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• A corporate tax cut in the borrower’s state decreases loan spreads by 

approximately 6 basis points; corporate tax rises are immaterial for loan 

pricing

• Economic significance: 2.7% lower AISD (all-in spread drawn) compared to 

the average loan in our sample

• Interest savings: USD 0.73 million for loans of average size and duration; 

USD 1.26 million for the firm’s total borrowing operations

 real benefit to borrowing firms in states implementing tax cuts relative to firms in states 

implementing tax rises

• Tax cuts affect loan demand and consequently loan spreads

 tax sensitivity (and loan demand) is contingent on firm profitability, capital structure 

policy and reliance on own funds

Findings
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• Bank- and firm-level corporate income tax changes

1)  US state corporate income tax changes and firm leverage 

 Heider and Ljunqvist (2015 JFE)

• Taxes are first-order determinants of firms’ capital structure choices

• Firms increase leverage by around 40 basis points for every percentage-

point tax increase

• Asymmetric effect: leverage does not respond to tax cuts

 dynamic trade-off models better describe how leverage is chosen

2)  Validity of financial constraints measures

 Farre-Mensa and Ljungqvist (2016 RFS) 

• Exploitation of tax increases (but not cuts) in state corporate income tax 

rates as plausibly exogenous shocks to the demand for debt

• Exploitation of bank tax changes as shocks to the supply of debt

 none of the measures identify firms behaving as if they were in fact constrained

Related studies I
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• Statutory (rather than firm-level) tax rates (cross-country comparisons)

 firms in countries with higher corporate tax rates use more debt (Rajan and Zingales, 

1995 JF)

 positive relation between country-level tax rates and country averages of leverage 

(Booth, Aivazian, Demirguc-Kunt, Maksimovic, 2001 JF)

 variation in tax rates across and within 29 OECD countries shows that leverage 

responds to tax changes, but only in countries with low tax evasion (Faccio and Xu, 

2015 JFQA)

• US Tax Reforms

• Tax Reform Act of 1986 (popular exogenous shock)

 Gordon and MacKie-Mason (1991 NBER WP); Givoly, Hahn, Ofer, Sarig (1992 RFS); 

van Binsbergen, Graham, Yang (2010 JF)

• 2003 Bush cuts in personal taxes

 Lin and Flannery (2013 JFE) 

Related studies II
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Data and Methodology
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• Loan-level data (loan facilities) from Dealscan

• Data on US state corporate tax changes

 also employed in Heider and Ljunqvist (2015 JFE ) and  Farre-Mensa and Ljungqvist

(2016 RFS) 

• Coverage period: 1988-2015

• Baseline specification: 37,234 loan facilities

 granted from 726 lead banks headquartered in 24 states to 6,352 firms from 51 states

• Matching of loans with bank- and firm-specific accounting information from 

Compustat

 fiscal and macroeconomic data at the state- and federal-level 

Data
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 Cost of credit: all-in spread drawn (AISD)

 Tax increase: binary variable equal to 1 for a corporate tax increase in the 

borrower’s state in the current fiscal year, and zero otherwise

 Tax decrease: binary variable equal to 1 for a corporate tax decrease in 

the borrower’s state in the current fiscal year, and zero otherwise

 Controls: vector of control variables (loan- and firm-level characteristics)

 α0: different type of fixed effects: loan type, loan purpose, firm, borrower’s 

state, bank × year effects

Methodology
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Empirical Results
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Baseline results I
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• Coefficients on variables of interest

• Tax increase: −(0.95 - 3.00) basis points (insignificant)

• Tax decrease: −(5.0 - 6.1) basis points

 −5.9 basis points (specification 3)

• Economic significance of Tax decrease

 2.7% decrease for the average loan in our sample (=5.9 bps ÷ 216.6 bps)

 interest savings:

USD 0.19 million per year (=$314 million × 5.9 basis points)

USD 0.74 million over the average loan’s duration (=$0.19 million × 3.9 years)

 interest savings from firm’s total borrowing operations: 

USD 1.26 million (=$0.74 million × 1.7 loans)

Baseline results II
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Heckman regressions – 2nd stage
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Alternative tax change measures
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Robustness checks
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Identifying the Mechanisms
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Heterogeneity in the response to tax hikes
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Loan supply channel
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Loan demand channel
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Conclusions
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• By using US loan-level data from the syndicated loan market we measure 

how state corporate tax changes affect lending terms and provide 

implications for their asymmetries and real effects for firms 

• A state corporate tax cut decreases loan spreads by approximately 6 basis 

points for loans granted to firms in that state

 asymmetric effect of corporate tax changes on firm borrowing costs (tax cuts are 

material whereas rises are not)

• Real benefit for firms in states implementing corporate tax cuts

 USD 1.26 million for the firm’s total borrowing operations

• Findings attributed to demand-side explanations

 tax sensitivity is contingent on firm profitability and debt policy

 favourable effect of tax cuts (in the form of lower loan rates) for firms with greater 

reliance on leverage and own funds and also access to alternative financing sources
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Syndicated loan process
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• Syndicated loans: more than 50% of corporate financing in the US, 

90% of largest US firms, strong growth, very low default rates

• Lead arranger(s) sign(s) preliminary loan agreement (loan amount, 

covenants, fees, collateral, range for interest rates)

• Leads turn to potential participants with information

• Agreement is signed negotiating the spread and the share of the loan 

• Lead(s) conduct monitoring

• Sale of the loan share in the secondary market is possible

• Back to main presentation
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